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Arabah el Madfuna 

        Jan 2/<1>st 1935 
                                                          
Dear Mother. 

 
          Happy New Year to you both.  
we are celebrating it by eating the  
turkey presented to us by Ahmed  
Ibrahim. & the post man is turning  
over a new leaf, for he arrived  
at the police station (where the local  
mail is collected) at 10-30 instead  
of between 12-30 & 1 ’oclocksic. conseq- 
-uently our mail was not ready  
for him & has to wait for the  
next day. 

 
          All the cala/<e>nde/<a>rs have  
arrived safely. thank you very  
much for them. we can now find  
the correct date in every room in  
the house & there is an extra one  
for Sheikh Jed el Karim. 
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          The sand paper is also in use  
& getting blacker daily. I have  
given a strip to every one & they  
all say how nice it is & did  
not know sand paper could be  
as fine as that.  
 
          The Observers are being well read  
now. Truda Clark likes to keep  
up with the news & also to do  
the cross-word puzzles. 
 
          Nannie had an exciting piece of  
news on New Yearssic Eve. Eva has  
a son.! Nannie is pleased it is  
a boy, but is very doleful at the  
rate her responsibilities increase 

 
          The sparrows have been  
visiting me in the temple again.  
they come as soon as they see me  
throwing the crumbs. & hop  
quite close to me when I am working 
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          Sardic has been having trouble with his eyes, so  
Amice is taking him up to Cairo to see the eye specialist  
there, she took him some years ago & the specialist  
said there was a very slow growth forming (trecomasic {trachoma})  
& it was best to leave until it reached a certain stage  
& then he could remove it. it may mean he will have  
to go into hospital for a week or two for the treatment.  
 
          Amice has several jobs to see to in Cairo & expects to  
return in a day or two. she is going to have that tooth  
of her’ssic restopped. the gutta percha has filled the breechsic  
nobly – but she thinks itssic wiser to have it seen to the first  
opportunity 
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          I forgot to tell you that I blew bubbles  
for the children on Christmas Day  
with great success. at first some  
of them were frightened, but when  
they saw how easily they burst, they  
thought it great fun. there were  
too many children to all have  
pipes. (about 45) so I am giving  
them to the elder children when a  
suitable occasion arrisessic. 
 
          I gave one to Mahomed Kheir. & he  
went off in great glee to show the  
Ombashi how to make balls  
with soap & water Mahomed K.  
has now returned to headquarters  
I miss his cheery grin, his  
substitute is an excellent man  
but quite ordinary – 

 
          Please wish every one a Happy  
New Year for me – 

               
          Lots of love from your 
affectionate daughter – Myrtle                            
 


